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Introduction
– In continuous speech, phoneme identity is
hard to dissociate from the acoustic signal
– Phonemes incrementally provide information
about spoken words (e.g. Norris and
McQueen, 2008); information theoretic
measures like phoneme surprisal and lexical
cohort entropy influence behavioral and MEG
responses to isolated word stimuli (Gaston
and Marantz, 2017)
– We analyze MEG responses to phoneme
properties in continuous, uninterrupted
speech to determine when phonemes are
processed as linguistically relevant stimuli
Predictor variables
– Acoustic envelope: acoustic power
– Acoustic "onset": rising slope of acoustic
power
– Cohort size: number of word forms
compatible with the current prefix
– Cohort reduction: number of words that the
current phoneme excludes
– Phoneme surprisal: inverse of the
conditional probability of the phoneme
– Cohort entropy: degree of uncertainty about
the current word
– Two versions where applicable: form based,
assuming a lexicon of word surface forms,
and segmented, assuming sequential
identification of morphemes (Balling and
Baayen, 2012), but the two versions are
highly correlated (r ≥ 0.97)
Stimuli
– Solo: one minute long audiobook segments
– Two-speaker mix: two audiobook segments,
task to attend to one while ignoring the other
Analysis method
– Linear kernel estimation predicts source
localized continuous MEG responses from
multiple concurrent predictor variables;
predictors compete to explain variance
(Brodbeck et al., 2017)
– Model evaluated using incremental prediction
accuracy; least significant predictor excluded
until all are significant (c.f. Balling and
Baayen, 2012)

Results: single speaker
The set of phoneme-based variables was
reduced to significant predictors:

Results: two speakers
– Model including all
predictors that are
significant in the singletalker model
– Responses to acoustic
properties of unattended
speech, but not to the
same degree as attended
speech
– Responses to phonemeinformation of attended,
but not unattended speech

Response functions for the remaining
predictors, masked to show only elements that
are significant across participants:

Significant predictors were further tested while
controlling for the spectrogram (8 bands) and its
onset representation:

Conclusions
– Linear filter model can deconvolve brain
responses to phoneme information properties
in continuous speech
– Early (~70 ms) left auditory cortex response
related to lexical cohort processing
– In two-speaker stimuli, response to
attended but not to ignored speaker
indicates relevance to linguistic processing
– Similarity to acoustic onset response
suggests possibility that acoustic cues are
processed as linguistically relevant
information
– Predictor variables are correlated, but some
are more predictive than others

Method: linear kernel estimation
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Methods
MEG data
–26 participants listened to one-minute long segments from A Child's
History of England by Charles Dickens. In each of 4 blocks, subjects
heard 4 repetitions of a mix of two segments, one spoken by a female
and one by a male speaker. They were instructed to focus on one
speaker while ignoring the other (counter-balanced across subjects).
Then, each of the two segments was presented in isolation. After each
presentation, subjects answered a comprehension question.
–An average brain model ("fsaverage", FreeSurfer) was scaled and
coregistered to each subject's head shape. MEG data were projected
to source space with a distributed minimum norm inverse solution;
only source estimates in the temporal lobes were retained for analysis
(~315 source dipoles per hemisphere).

Predictor variables
–Acoustic envelope: average of all frequency channels of an auditory
brainstem model (Yang et al., 1992). Spectrogram: average in 8 bands

of the same model. Acoustic onset: positive slope of the spectrogram,
0 where the slope is negative. Phoneme predictor variables were
constructed using pronunciations from the Carnegie Mellon University
Pronunciation Dictionary (http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/
cmudict), word frequencies from the SUBTLEX database (Brysbaert
and New, 2009) and morphological decomposition from the CELEX
database (Baayen et al., 1995).

Response functions
–Response functions were estimated separately for each virtual current
source dipole using the boosting algorithm (David et al., 2007). Each
predictor was tested by comparing prediction accuracy of the full
model to a model in which the predictor was temporally permuted.
Model improvements and response functions were assessed using
permutation tests based on threshold-free cluster enhancement (Smith
and Nichols, 2009).
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